In reference to the Amendment before the meeting that granting Mr. Hart's intentions as to hastening sanitary development in this country were highly commendable (and as to this he entertained no doubt), the question before this meeting was not as to these intentions, but as to whether the manner in which he had gained the votes of the present Association on this ubject was legitimate. As to the limit of the meaning of words used, there would aways be found room for differences of opinion ; but he was sure no one present would wittingly arrive at an unjust decision in this matter. He would therefore apply to this case the familiar procedure pursued in our Courts of Law. In giving a judgment in a case of defamation, the Court was aways largely guided by the influence upon the friends and acquaintances of the plaintiff, which the words complained of had produced. He would, therefore, ask them to reflect as to whether or not the words used by Mr. Hart, would tend to lower them in the estimation of the Government of this country and of the public. He had but to refer them to the utterances of certain ill-informed criticisms of the lay and professional press to prove that the Service had been held up to contempt. The general feeling of the educated public was that whilst up to date they had held full confidence in our Service, it was impossible that a member of the profession holding Mr. Hart's distinguished position could have made such statements as to our ignorance, without being justified by his better insight into professional matters than they are gifted with. In short, the effect of Mr. Hart's speech has been to shake the confidence of a section of the public in the Service, and it naturally looks to it either to admit the impeachment by silence, or to emphatically declare, as in the words of the original Resolution before them, that his words are defamatory.
Surgeon-Captain Williams said:?
Mr. President,?As some of us had the misfortune to be somewhat late may I ask you kindly to read again the resolution that is to be submitted to the meeting, which I hope contains a very vigorous protest against the scandalous waste of public money, which otherwise might be spent in sanitation, involved in the proposal of a Royal Commission, and which seems admirably adapted to hinder the cause which Mr. Hart professes to wish to further. Meeting held in August last is a task which probably none of us here would take the trouble to attempt, had not the Members of the Section seen fit to adopt a resolution giving expression to the view expressed before them. That the resolution was one hastily run through is evident from the loose irresponsible phraseology that characterises it. I think a section of scientific men should have waited a little so as to obtain sufficient evidence before making such a pronouncement as " the utter inadequacy of the present sanitary administration of the Government of India to give the most elementary protection to the public health of the inhabitants of Her Majesty's Indian Empire."
Surgeon-Major
What was the evidence the section had before them to justify them in making this wild statement? The Editor of the Journal had recently taken a short trip to India, and Journalist that he is he got crammed with all he might care to hear from the disaffected in this country?all this he poured forth before the Section of Public Medicine. And it is unaccountable how a body of practical sanitarians like the gentlemen composing that section was led away by the utterances of a mere newspaper man, and induced to pass a resolution reflecting seriously on their hard-worked brethren in this land. (To be continued.)
